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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT OF APPEAL
This Court has jurisdiction to review an order from a formal administrative
proceeding pursuant to Utah Code Annotated section 63-46b-14 and Rule 14 of the Utah
Rules of Appellate Procedure.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW
1.

Did the agency err in refusing to suppress evidence after petitioner's state

and federal constitutional privacy rights were not violated when a Division of Air Quality
investigator entered onto property controlled by petitioner and seized evidence from
petitioner's storage dumpster.
Standard of Appellate Review: Factual findings underlying a decision to grant or
deny a motion to suppress evidence are reviewed under a clearly erroneous standard
while conclusions of law based on findings are reviewed for correctness. (State v. Pena,
869 P.2d 932, 936-39 (Utah 1994)). Prejudice is measured by whether the failure to
suppress evidence was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. (Chapman v. California,
386 U.S. 18(1986)).
2.

Were the Agency's findings of air quality rule violations supported by

substantial evidence?

1

Standard of Appellate Review: Whether the agency action is supported by
substantial evidence when viewed in light of the whole record before the Court (Utah
Code Ann. section 63-46b-16(4)(g)).

STATUTES, RULES AND CASES OF CENTRAL IMPORTANCE
1.

Utah Code Annotated section 63-46b-16(4)(g):
(4) The Appellate Court shall grant relief only if, on the basis
of the agency's record, it determines that a person seeking
judicial review has been substantially prejudiced by any of the
following:

(d) The agency has erroneously interpreted or applied the law;

(g) The agency action is based upon a determination of fact,
made or implied by the agency, that is not supported by
substantial evidence when viewed in light of the whole record
before the court;

2.

Utah Administrative Code, Rule R307-801-3, 6, 7 and 9 (Formerly R307-18.1):
"Asbestos Containing Material (ACM)" means any material
containing more than one percent (1%) asbestos by the
method specified in Appendix A, subpart F, 40 CFR Part 763
Section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM), or, if the
asbestos content is less than 10%, the asbestos concentration
must be determined by point counting using PLM procedure.
"Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material (RACM)" means
2

friable ACM, category I non-friable ACM that has become
friable, Category 1 non-friable ACM that will be or has been
subjected to sanding, grinding, cutting, or abrading, or
Category II non-friable ACM that has a high probability of
becoming or has become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to
powder by the forces expected to act on the materials in the
course of demolition or renovation operations.
3.

United States Constitution:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The Utah Air Quality Board issued six notices of violation to Rocky Mountain
Asbestos Abatement, Inc. ("Rocky Mountain"), alleging violations of certain of its
asbestos abatement work practice rules. (Utah Air Quality Board Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order and incorporated Hearing Officer Memorandum
[hereinafter "Order"] at Addendum 1- 15). The Board referred the matter to a hearing
officer who conducted hearings on October 18, 2000 and November 13, 2000 (Id. at 1, 6).
The hearing officer's recommendations were considered and some were adopted by the
Board in its Order of April 16, 2001 (Id.).
The notices all alleged petitioner violated asbestos work practice provisions of
3

Rule R307-801 of the Utah Administrative Code ("UAC") (Id.). The notices upheld by
the Board contained allegations summarized as:
1.

Failure at a pipe asbestos abatement project at a school in Moab, Utah to:

(a) have a supervisor present at all times; (b) have an adequate worker decontamination
system including air locks and working shower; and (c) have the project designed by a
certified designer. The violation allegedly occurred on June 15 and 16, 1999.
2.

Leaving visible friable Asbestos Containing Material ("ACM") in the

Cunningham residence and in the Redwood Road apartments on April 30, 1999 and May
13, 1999 respectively.
3.

Failure to: (a) include a description of plan renovation in the notification;

(b) have an adequate worker decontamination system; and (c) clean objects removed from
the work area at the Markham residence on July 30, 1999.
4.

Failure to: (a) encapsulate exposed ACM; (b) remove all ACM prior to

removing isolation barriers; and (c) remove all ACM prior to activities that would disturb
it at an Eagles Club on January 27, 2000; and
5.

Failure to: (a) transport and dispose of asbestos; (b) properly dispose of

asbestos waste; (c) place asbestos in double plastic bags; and (d) properly label asbestos
waste in Rocky Mountain's dumpster on September 28, 1999.
(id.).

4

Petitioner filed a timely Petition For Review on May 14, 2001.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On April 30, 1999, a Utah Division of Air Quality ("DAQ") inspector went to the
Donald Cunningham residence in Salt Lake County to inspect the results of an asbestos
abatement project performed seven months before by petitioner, Rocky Mountain
(Administrative Hearing Transcript [hereinafter "HT"] at 45). The home was largely
spotless but contained a vacant room and a small area by a bar in which the inspector
found less than a teaspoon of suspected ACM (HT 48-49, 51, 55).
The same inspector visited apartments at Redwood Road on May 13, 1999 where
Rocky Mountain was abating suspected ACM after a fire (HT 56). The investigator
collected trace amounts of suspected ACM from underneath light fixtures and on the
walls (HT 57, 60).
On July 30, 1999, a DAQ investigator inspected a Rocky Mountain abatement
project at the Markham residence in Salt Lake County (HT 105). The inspector met two
workers at the site and determined there was no description of the planned renovation in
the notification of the abatement project given to DAQ (HT 107). Neither of the two
workers were certified as supervisors and the inspector found no supervisor physically
present on the site (HT 111). The inspector also determined that there was not an
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adequate worker decontamination system because the water was not turned on in the
shower (HT 166). The inspector also believed there was suspected ACM in the shower
area, in the clean room of the decontamination system and outside the containment area
(HT 121).
On January 27, 2000, yet another DAQ inspector went to the Eagles Club in
Brigham City (HT 174). Rocky Mountain was abating suspected ACM at the site (HT
175-76). The inspector noted that there were no isolation barriers in place and that there
was suspected ACM on the ceiling (HT 181-182). The inspector also believed that
remaining exposed ACM had not been encapsulated (HT 184).
On June 14, 1999, a DAQ inspector went to a Rocky Mountain abatement project
at a Moab, Utah school (HT 15). On arriving, she noticed that Mr. Ron Samford, a
principal of Rocky Mountain, had a supervisor certification that had expired three days
before the work was performed (HT 25). She also detemiined at the time that a five stage
decontamination system was not present at the time of inspection (HT 18-19). The
inspector detemiined the decontamination system could not be removed until there had
been final air clearance samples (HT 26). She also determined that no renovation work
plan or design had been prepared in advance by a qualified designer but rather was only
prepared after the fact (HT 105).
Finally, on September 27 and 28, 1999, a DAQ inspector went to a dumpster in

6

Salt Lake County owned by Rocky Mountain on property controlled by Rocky Mountain
(HT 197, 199). The inspector found ACM in the dumpster, some of which had not been
placed in plastic bags or labeled. The inspector opened a gate and walked on to the
property so he could see in the dumpster (HT 197). Mr. Samford later indicated that
while some of the bagged debris in the dumpster was Rocky Mountain's, the rest of the
debris had not come from Rocky Mountain and likely came from former employees (HT
300-301).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Division of Air Quality inspector searched and seized evidence from Rocky
Mountain's dumpster in violation of Rocky Mountain's Fourth and Fourteenth
Amendment rights to privacy. The dumpster was in a fence on private property
controlled by Rocky Mountain. Accordingly, the evidence should have been suppressed
and the Notice of Violation relating to the dumpster stricken.
The Division of Air Quality failed to prove the allegations in the Notices of
Violation by sufficient evidence. Marshaling the evidence for and against the agency's
allegations establishes that there was not substantial evidence of regulated Asbestos
Containing Material at the Cunningham and Markham residences or at the Redwood
Road apartments. Further, no foundation in the way of a chain of custody was laid for
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evidence of testing results purporting to show asbestos in samples taken from any Rocky
Mountain site. Finally, the Moab school building was not a "NESHAP-sized" project and
was not subject to the work standards the agency alleged Rocky Mountain violated.

ARGUMENT
I.

EVIDENCE OF ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIAL LOCATED IN
ROCKY MOUNTAIN'S DUMPSTER SHOULD BE SUPPRESSED
BECAUSE IT WAS DISCOVERED THROUGH A SEARCH OF A
PRIVATE CONTAINER ON PRIVATE PROPERTY LOCATED INSIDE A
CLOSED FENCE WHERE THE CONTENTS WERE NOT VISIBLE TO
THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
A DAQ inspector discovered asbestos containing material which was not bagged

inside of a dumpster belonging to Rocky Mountain and this evidence was used to sustain
a notice of violation against Rocky Mountain (HT 197, 214; Order, Addendum at

).

In order to get to the dumpster, however, one would have to either go through or go under
a surrounding fence (HT 215). The dumpster was missing a door but it was on the back
{Id). The inspector opened a gate to gain access to the lot where the dumpster was (HT
226). The inspector then had to walk to the dumpster and look through an opening in the
bottom half of the back of it (HT 226-27). The inspector did not get permission from
anyone to go onto the property to look in the dumpster (HT 227). Rocky Mountain stated
any unbagged or improperly bagged or labeled asbestos and asbestos waste was not
placed there by Rocky Mountain (HT 300-01).
8

Petitioner made a motion to suppress the evidence examined at and taken from the
dumpster based on violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United
States Constitution (HT 230). The evidence was nonetheless used to uphold the dumpster
allegation (Addendum at 9-10). The evidence should have been suppressed.
The Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution protect
owners of commercial property from warrantless searches absent exigent circumstances
or other similar exceptions {Marshall v. Barlows, Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 310 (1978)). The
protection extends to searches by administrative officers for administrative enforcement
purposes because the inspector is a government agent (Id. at 315). This protection applies
to commercial property in which there is a reasonable expectation of privacy (Id. at 310).
Further, one may have a reasonable expectation of privacy in trash which is inside
the curtilage of private property (See California v. Greenwood, 486 U.S. 35, 40-41 (1988)
(persons exposing their garbage to the public by placing it on a public street outside the
curtilage readily accessible to members of the public do not enjoy a right of privacy). In
Greenwood, a defendant had placed trash in plastic bags on the curb in front of his house
for pick up (Id. at 37). The police searched the trash and found contraband (Id. at 38).
The court determined that one who places trash in a public place should not have a
reasonable expectation of privacy in it (Id. at 40-41). However, the court was clear that
when trash was placed on a non-public area, its ruling in Greenwood would not apply (Id.
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at 42). Consequently, Rocky Mountain had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
contents of its dumpster which was located inside a fence on private property into which
the general public and certainly governmental agents had no right to go without
permission. The DAQ inspector had no right to search the dumpster without a warrant.
Warrantless administrative searches of commercial property may in certain
circumstances be constitutional if there is an inspection program which is a necessary
component of a legislative or regulatory scheme and standards for conducting an
inspection are part of that scheme and are satisfied {Donovan v. Dewey, 452 U.S. 594,
599 (1980)). It is not enough that an act or a regulation authorizes administrative
inspections of any regulated area (Id. at 601) or that it states that searches must be
performed at reasonable times and within reasonable limits (Id. 601).
To the contrary, a scheme must be sufficiently comprehensive and define its
procedures to the extent that a commercial property owner cannot help but be aware that
his or her property will be subject to periodic inspections undertaken for specific purposes
(Id. at 600). The scheme must then set out a regular inspection program with narrow
procedures controlling the activities of an inspector (See Id. at 604). Further, the
procedure should provide some substitute actions for the protections of a warrant
requirement such as prohibition against forcible entries and notice requirements (Id. at
605).
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In the instant case, petitioner clearly enjoyed an expectation of privacy in its
dumpster. There was no notice that an inspector would forcibly enter Rocky Mountain's
non-public area through a gate in order to look into the dumpster without the protection of
a search warrant issued by an independent magistrate. (The Utah Court of Appeals has
determined that the state constitution does not afford any greater right to privacy in one's
garbage than does the federal constitution, State v. Jackson, 937 P.2d 545 (Utah App.
1997).)
Further, petitioner is aware of no statutory or regulatory scheme containing the
required elements to justify a warrantless search. The Environmental Quality Code at
Utah Code Annotated section 19-1-203 merely provides:
(1) Authorized representatives of the [Department of
Environmental Quality], on presentation of appropriate
credentials, may enter at reasonable times upon the premises
of properties regulated under this title to perform inspections
to ensure compliance with rules made by the department.
(2) The inspection authority provided in this section does not
apply to chapters in this title which provide for specific
inspection procedures and authority.
(Utah Code Ann. section 19-1-203.) This section contains no protective procedures.
Aside from the fact that the inspector did not even comply with the abovereferenced statute by presenting credentials to anyone, the statute is general and does not
meet the requirements of the United States Supreme Court for a warrantless
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administrative search of commercial property. The Utah Air Conservation Act, Utah
Code Annotated section 19-2-101 et seq., does not provide an inspection scheme which
would allow a warrantless look in the dumpster. Nor has petitioner been able to locate
any regulations in the Department of Environmental Quality or Air Quality Board rules
which pass constitutional muster.
The evidence taken from the dumpster should have been suppressed. There was
no other sufficient evidence on which to base the finding of a violation for ACM, asbestos
waste and improperly bagged and labeled asbestos in the dumpster. Mr. Samford denied
any unbagged or unlabeled waste was his. In any event, all evidence of the waste was the
fruit of the inspector's search.
The hearing officer implied there may have been exigent circumstances existing
justifying the search because neighbor children, pets and the property owner could get in
the dumpster and suffer asbestos exposure (Addendum at 9-10.) There was no evidence
to support this conclusion and in fact the dumpster was in a fenced area not accessible to
the public (HT 226). Accordingly, petitioner was prejudiced and the consideration of the
evidence was not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt under the Chapman v. California
standard at 386 U.S. 18, 23 (1986).
For the foregoing reasons, the evidence of ACM in the dumpster should have been
suppressed and the notice of violation pertaining to the dumpster should not have been
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upheld.
II.

THE BOARD'S FINDINGS OF VIOLATIONS WERE NOT SUPPORTED
BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Appellate review of formal adjudicative proceedings such as that in the instant

case is governed by a substantial evidence standard (UTAH CODE ANN. § 63-46b16(4)(g)). This standard contains the familiar requirement that the evidence must be
reviewed on the whole record before the court; the party challenging the Board's findings
must marshal the evidence supporting the findings and show that despite the supporting
facts, and in light of conflicting or contradictory evidence, the findings are not supported
by substantial evidence (Id.; Grace Drilling Co. v. Board of Review, 776 P.2d 63, 67-68
(Utah App. 1989)). Still, it is helpful in the analysis to remember the state agency carries
the burden of proof (Pledger v. Cox, 626 P.2d 415, 417 (Utah 1981)).
A.

There Was Not Substantial Evidence to Show That Rocky Mountain's
Projects Involved Regulated ACM.

In order for construction demolition and renovation practices to be regulated by
the Air Quality Board, they must involve "Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material" or
"RACM" (Utah Administrative Code [hereinafter "UAC"] R307-801-3). To be RACM, a
substance must contain ACM (Id.). ACM includes any material "containing more than
one percent (1%) asbestos by the method specified in Appendix A, subpart F, 40 CFR
Part 763 Section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy ("PLM"), or, if the asbestos content is
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less than 10%, the asbestos concentration must be determined by point counting using
PLMprocedure." (Id. (emphasis added)).
The Division of Air Quality acknowledged the lack of point counts in the record
(HT 87) and that such point counts are necessary to establish the presence of ACM for
asbestos concentrations visually estimated at under 10% (HT 98-99).
In the instant case, the agency presented lab testing results to try to establish
RACM at the Rocky Mountain projects. However, the suspected ACM at the
Cunningham residence, the Redwood Road apartments and the Markham residence was
not tested by point counting notwithstanding a visual estimation of its content being less
than 10%. The Scientific Laboratory Inc.'s report on the Cunningham residence
contained no indication of a point count and in fact the point count block was not checked
notwithstanding the fact that the visual estimation of asbestos was under 10%)
(Administrative Record [hereinafter "AR"] at 155-160). The same situation applied to
the Redwood Road apartments with respect to Sample 1 (AR 174-75). (Sample 2 had a
visual estimation of 10%.) (Id.)
The Markham residence likewise only had one sample for which asbestos was
estimated at 3%. Yet notwithstanding the fact that the estimation was under 10%, no
point count was performed (AR 199-200).
Consequently, for the Redwood Road apartments and the Cunningham and
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Markham residences, with the exception of the 10% estimation on Sample 2 at the
Redwood Road apartments (which shall be addressed infra due to chain of custody
deficiencies), there was no scientific testing meeting the UAC standard to establish that
Rocky Mountain was dealing with RACM. The Board's work practice rules were thus
not triggered as it could not be shown that Rocky Mountain was removing RACM or
ACM.
In an effort to deal with this lack of evidence, respondent attempted to present
insufficient evidence which is marshaled as follows:
For the Redwood Road apartments, Rocky Mountain submitted a notification of
demolition and renovation which merely stated that asbestos was present using bulk
sampling, PLM and dispersion staining analytical methods (AR 171). The notification
indicated that asbestos was present but did not indicate that a point count had been
conducted to determine that regulated ACM was present {Id.). Virtually the same
situation existed with respect to the printed form for the Markliam residence which again
did not indicate that any point counts had been performed to determine whether any
asbestos present was in fact RACM (AR 201).. In fact, the testing indicated otherwise.
With respect to the Markliam residence, the state presented a filled-in, pre-printed
asbestos notification form (AR 201) which merely stated that ACM will be removed. The
form does not establish that there was in fact RACM present. The form and the rules
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contain no requirement for a renovation contractor to have a point count performed and in
fact there was no evidence of any point count performed by anyone with regard to the
Markham residence. Thus, the ACM statement on a form is merely a guess and cannot
establish to any degree of certainty the presence of ACM or especially RACM at a site.
Consequently, the Board's upholding of NOV's 9906006 and 9909012 in Paragraphs 2
and 3 of its order should be set aside.
B.

There Was No Chain of Custody Foundation Established for Samples
Visually Estimated as Containing More than 10% Asbestos.

With regard to the remaining inspections at the Eagles Club and dumpster as well
as Sample 2 on the Redwood Road apartments, the chain of custody documents presented
by the State in order to support its allegations that ACM was present were irregular and
contained gaps in chain of custody information. As a result, there was no foundation for
the State's evidence, rendering it insufficient. Establishing a chain of custody regarding
reliability of scientific test results is a fundamental foundational requirement for an
admission or even an indicia of reliability of the test results {State v. Rodriguez-Lopi, 95 A
P.2d 1290, 1294 (Utah App. 1998) (Davis, P.J. concurring)). In fact, the validation of
scientific evidence will generally require an extraordinary foundation for admissibility
(IMWINKELRIED, EVIDENTIARY FOUNDATIONS p.92 (Michie 1980)).

In the instant case, with regard to the 10% estimated asbestos content in Sample 2
of the Redwood Road apartments, the laboratory staff who received the sample signed for
16

it but failed to put in the date and time received (AR 175). The test results were dated
May 21, 1999 but there was no indication staff established proper control of them because
dates and times were not filled in the blanks specified on the chain of custody form. In
fact, the form was actually a laboratory form and the laboratory staff should have known
how to fill it out. (A similar situation existed on the chain of custody sheet for the
Markham residence (AR 157-58)).
The same situation existed with regard to the Eagles Club sample chain of custody.
The sample which was received by one Mary Meier but there was no indication of the
date and time the sample was received by Ms. Meier nor to whom it was relinquished for
testing (AR 242). The dumpster chain of custody form had no signatures at all in the
received block and likewise no date and no time listed (AR 271).
Petitioner repeatedly objected to the test results for lack of foundation due to lack
of chain of custody reliability (HT 11-12, 52-53, 58-59, 70-71, 81-82, 84-86, 88, 93, 96,
104, 115-116, 182, 185). The Board was therefore put on notice of the defects and should
not have considered the evidence. Since the lack of chain of custody evidence rendered
the State's testing results without foundation, there was insufficient evidence to support
the presence of RACM at the residences, the apartments, the Eagles Club and the
dumpster. Consequently, the upholding of Notices of Violation ("NOV") 9906006,
9909012, 306004 and 0210002 reflected in Paragraphs 2, 3, 5 and 6 of the Order should
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be reversed.
C.

There Was Insufficient Evidence That the School Project Was a
"NESHAP" Size Project and Thus The Notice of Violation Provisions
Did Not Apply.

The NOV for the Moab school contained work practice rule violations that only
apply to a "NESHAP" sized project. At the time of the NOV, projects smaller than
NESHAP sized projects were not subject to the work standards alleged in the NOV.
(UAC R307-1-8.6.2 A (in effect until August 1, 2000.)).
"NESHAP" size asbestos project means a project that involves at least 260 linear
feet of pipe covered with friable ACM (UAC R307-801-3, formerly UAC R307-1-8.1).
For projects that are not NESHAP size projects, the requirements contained in the Moab
school NOV - - i.e. to have a certified site supervisor present at all times, to have an
adequate worker decontamination system including air locks and a working shower and to
have the project designed by a certified project designer - - did not apply (UAC R 307-18.6.2). Less stringent requirements not involving these standards applied instead (Id.).
Those standards only called for constructing barriers to contain asbestos fibers and using
disposable drop cloths; they did not require a full stage decontamination unit as a work
practice, the presence of a supervisor, or a written plan (Id.).
In the instant case, the agency's only evidence that the school project was a
NESHAP size project was a mere notification of demolition and renovation submitted by
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Rocky Mountain stating that 275 linear feet of RACM was to be removed (AR 101).
However, this amount was only an estimate given to Rocky Mountain by a person
soliciting bids (HT 266). When the length of asbestos insulation on the pipe was actually
measured for purposes of determining whether there would be a change order by Rocky
Mountain, it was found to only be 240 feet, less than the NESHAP size standard of 260
feet (HT 272).
DAQ did claim that because the area was a school, it was exempt from the less
than- NESHAP size project work practices because of federal regulations (HT 251).
However, there was no evidence in the form of a federal or state regulation specifying
such an exemption because there is none. The federal laws on this point merely address
management of asbestos in schools and do not contain work practices for renovation
projects (See 15 USC §§ 2641 et. seq.; 40 CFRpart 763 et. seq.).
Since the lesser work standards for non-NESHAP size projects applied in this case,
and there was no evidence they were violated, the notice of violation with regard to the
school be set aside. Paragraph 1 of the Order for "NOV 9907008 should be reversed.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, petitioner respectfully requests that the Court reverse
the Air Quality Board's upholding of the Notices of Violation.
Respectfully submitted.
DATED this 97.M day of August, 2001.
KIRTON & McCONKIE
/
/
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ADDENDUM

Utah Air Quality Board Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law
and Order

1

Hearing Officer's Memorandum

6
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day of August, 2001,1 caused two true and

correct copies of the foregoing BRIEF OF PETITIONER to be mailed through United
States mail, postage prepaid, to the following:
Melissa Hubbell, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
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Before the Utah Air Quality Board

*

In the matter of:

*

Rocky Mountain Asbestos Abatement Inc.

*

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Order

Compliance Nos. 9907008, 09906006
*
9909012, 9912015,03060004,and *
0210002
*

This matter was initially heard by the appointed Hearing Officer, John Veranth, member
of the Utah Air Quality Board ("Board"), on October 18, 2000, and November 13, 2000, with the
Executive Secretary of the Board being represented by Assistant Attorney General Melissa
Hubbell and Rocky Mountain Asbestos Abatement, Inc., being represented by Samuel McVey.
Mr. Veranth prepared a Hearing Recommendation dated January 23, 2001, which he submitted to
the Board. The Board considered this matter on April 4, 2001, and the Board, having reviewed
the transcript of the hearing, exhibits, and the administrative record and having considered the
Hearing Recommendation of the hearing officer, Mr Veranth, and having heard the arguments of
counsel, makes the following:
Findings of Fact
The findings listed by the Hearing Officer as support for each of his recommendations in
the Hearing Recommendation dated January 23, 2001, are accepted and are hereby incorporated
by reference as the Findings of Fact for the Board on the specific violations listed in the Notices
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of Violation and Order ("NOV") with the addition that for NOV #9907008 - Red Rock
Elementary School, the Board finds that no design was prepared for the project because the
design was prepared by Ken Larson after the fact (Transcript p. 23 and Administrative Record p.
105).
Conclusions of Law
Based on the Findings of Fact, the Board adopts as it conclusions the recommendations in
the Hearing Recommendation dated January 23, 2001, which are accepted and are hereby
incorporated by reference as follows:
1. The violations in NOV #9907008 of Utah Administrative Code ("UAC") R307-801-9
(failure to have a certified site supervisor present at all times) and UAC R307-801-7b(4)(a)
(failure to have an adequate worker decontamination system which included air locks and a
working shower) are upheld as supported by the facts and reasons in the Hearing
Recommendation. The violation in NOV #9907008 of UAC R307-801-3(l)(b)(vi) (failure to
have the project designed by an accredited and certified project designer) is also upheld, contrary
to the recommendation of the Hearing Officer, based on the finding of fact as stated above.
2. The violation in NOV #9906006, Cunningham Residence and Redwood Rd. Apts, of
UAC R307-801-7b(15) (visible friable ACM containing material remaining in both buildings) is
upheld as supported by the facts and reasons in the Hearing Recommendation.
3. The violations in NOV #9909012, Markham Residence, of UAC R307-801-6a(6)(l)
(failure to include a description of the planned renovation in the notification, UAC R307-8017b(2) (failure to have a certified site supervisor), UAC R307-801-7b(4)(a) (failure to have an
adequate worker decontamination system including air locks and working shower), and UAC
2
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R307-801-7b(l 1) (failure to clean objects removed from work area) are upheld based on the facts
and reasons in the Hearing Recommendation. The violations of UAC R307-801-7b(4)(a) (failure
to provide barriers to isolated contaminated areas) and UAC R307-801-7b(13) (failure to filter
water) are not upheld based on the facts and reasons listed in the Hearing Recommendation.
4. The violations in NOV #9912015, ATT Site, are not upheld based on the facts and
reasons as stated in the Hearing Recommendation.
5. The violations in NOV #0306004, Eagles Club, of UAC R307-801-7b(14) (failure to
encapsulate exposed ACM), UAC R307-801-7b(15) (failure to remove all ACM prior to
removing isolation barriers), and UAC R307-214-1 (failure to remove all ACM prior to activities
that would disturb it) are upheld as supported by the facts and reasons stated in the Hearing
Recommendation.
6. The violations in NOV #0210002, Dumpster, of UAC R307-801-7h(l) (failure to
transport and dispose of asbestos), UAC R307-801-7b(9)(a) (failure to properly dispose of
asbestos waste, UAC R3 07-80 l-7b(9)(b) (failure to place in double plastic bags), and UAC
R307-801-7b(10)(b) (failure to properly label asbestos waste) are upheld as supported by the
facts and reasons stated in the Hearing Recommendation.
Order
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions:
1. NOV #9907008 is upheld in full.
2. NOV #9906006 is upheld in full.
3. NOV #9909012, Violations 1, 2, 4, and 5 are upheld. Violations 3 and 6 are revoked.
4. NOV #9912015 is revoked in full.
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5. NOV #03060004 is upheld in full.
6. NOV #0210002 is upheld in full.
Dated this

/ / 2 _ 3 a y of April, 2001

J. Howard Van Boerum
Chair, Utah Air Quality Board

Certificate of Mailing
I do hereby certify that on this

jb

day of April, 2001,1 mailed, postage prepaid, a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order to the
following:
Samuel D. McVey
1800 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
P.O. Box 45120
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0120
Melissa Hubbell
Assistant Attorney General
160E300S
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
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ID the matter of: Rocky Mountain Asbestos Abatement Inc.

Notice of the Right to Apply for Reconsideration or Review
Within 20 days after the date that a final order is signed in this matter by the Utah Air
Quality Board, any party shall have the right to apply for reconsideration with the Board,
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-13. The request for reconsideration should state the
specific grounds upon which relief is requested and should be submitted in writing to the Board
at 150 North 1950 West, P.O. Box 144820, Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-4820. A copy of the
request must be mailed to each party by the person making the request. The filing of a request
for reconsideration is not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of an order.

Notice of the Right to Petition for Judicial Review
Judicial review of this Order may be sought in the Utah Court of Appeals under Utah
Code Ann. § 63-46b-16 and the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure by the filing of a proper
petition within thirty days after the date of this Order.
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Memorandum
To: Utah Air Quality Board

From: John Veranth, Hearing Officer

Re: Rocky Mountain Asbestos Abatement, Inc. Hearing Recommendation

Date:

January 23, 2001

Introduction
Throughout the hearing there was extensive testimony regarding personal
character, past business practices, and the appropriateness and reasonableness of the
asbestos rules. In deciding whether to uphold, modify, or revoke the Notices of
Violation, I have focused primarily on the narrow issue of whether or not the
circumstances listed in the six NOV's did or did not constitute a violation of the
applicable rules. When examining evidence regarding containment and disposal of
asbestos containing material I have also considered the opinion frequently expressed
by public health and toxicology professionals with experience in asbestos abatement
that more exposure results from improper abatement than from leaving the material in
place. Work practice violations that may have resulted in release of asbestos fibers to
areas accessible to the public were treated as a serious matter involving a regulated,
known human carcinogen. I also relied on the interpretation (transcript p. 249) that
although the rules are intended to prevent exposure [of the public to asbestos], the
state rules are work practice rules and a violation exists whether or not there were
actual emissions.
The hearing discussed six NOV's most of which cited multiple rule violations. I
would uphold Cunningham Residence, and Eagle's Club NOV's in their entirety. I
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would modify the NOV for Red Rock Elementary, Markham Residence, and the
Dumpster by upholding some rule violations but not others. I would revoke the NOV for
the ATT site, despite appalling situations such as 40% chrysotile debris being found in
the parking lot, because the inspector did not clearly establish that the improperly
handled asbestos was the result of RMAA work.

1.

NOV #9907008 - "Red Rock Elementary School"
This NOV consists of three specific issues that will be discussed individually.

R307-801-9 Failure to have certified site supervisor present at all times.

This item is upheld. This was an AHERA project and contractors performing
AHERA abatements are well aware of the detailed and explicit paperwork requirements
of these rules. In fact, many workers in the field have employment because of the
inspections, procedures, and documentation necessary to meet these highly specific
regulatory requirements. The record (page 127) clearly establishes that Mr. Samford's
certification had expired three days prior to the date the work was performed and no
evidence to the contrary was presented in the hearing. The claim that another
employee, James Pyle, acted as site supervisor is refuted by the worker logs (record p.
120 -121) which do not show his name. Having an certified supervisor "just in town"
(transcript p. 267), does not meet the intent of the rule requiring a certified supervisor
being present at all times.
R307-801-7b(4)(a) Failure to have an adequate worker decontamination system which
included air locks and a working shower.
This item is upheld. The inspection report (record p. 130) and the inspector's
testimony (transcript pp. 18-19) documents that a 5-stage decon and shower were not
present at the time of inspection. Although Ron Samford claimed a 5-stage decon was
set up earlier (transcript p. 269) the only evidence that there had been a 5-stage decon
was his statement. In addition, he stated (transcript p. 270 ff) that he made a judgment
that the job was done, everything was locked down, and the sampling was going to
2
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pass so he took down part of the decon. The inspector stated (transcript p. 26) that the
decon cannot be dismantled . . . until you have final air clearance samples that pass.
No testimony was presented to refute this interpretation of the rule.
As discussed above, AHERA projects are subject to strict and detailed rules.
Some of the rules may be overly restrictive and some have been modified since the
time of the Red Rock project. Mr. Samford's assessment of the chances of passing the
air sampling may have been correct. However, to excuse the lack of a proper
decontamination unit on these grounds would hurt the interests of all building owners
and abatement contractors who do comply with the letter of the rules as they are in
force at a particular time.

R307-801-3(1 KbKvi) Failure to have the project designed by an accredited and
certified project designer.
I would revoke this item. A design was prepared by Ken Larson after the fact
(record p. 105). Although my common sense indicates that the design should have
been prepared before the work, none of the DEQ witnesses provided testimony
indicating that the design in the record was not acceptable because of timing. No rule
prohibiting after the fact preparation of the project design documents was cited in the
transcript.
With regard to the two upheld items. I have considered the testimony that there
may actually have been less asbestos present that 275 lineal feet stated in the
documents (transcript p. 250 and p. 272). Since the amount of asbestos stated to be
present is only an estimate from mental recollection, I do not find this argument
sufficient to revoke any of the alleged violations.

2.

NOV #9906006 - "Cunningham Residence & Redwood Rd. Apts."

Specified Violation "Visible Friable ACM containing material remained in both buildings."

This NOV is upheld. The photographs (record p. 179-185) and video shown
3
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during the hearing clearly indicated visible residue on surfaces where ACM removal had
been taking place. I personally asked questions to verify my interpretation of the
applicable rules and my interpretation of the photographs (transcript p. 434 ff).
Testimony was presented regarding point counting, chain of custody of the samples,
etc. However, one sample (#1 from the Redwood Road Apartments) was reported as
10% chrysotile (record p. 174). I find the inspectors testimony and report and the
laboratory analysis to be sufficient evidence that visible residue of asbestos containing
material remained after the isolation barriers had been removed and the area had
become accessible to workers other than those conducting the asbestos abatement.
(Transcript pp. 51-53, 57-59, 80).

3.

NOV #9909012 - "Markham Residence"

This NOV listed six individual rules. Each will be addressed.

R307-801-6a(6)(1) "Failure to include a description of the planned renovation in the
notification.

This item is upheld. Although it is, by itself a technical paper work omission, the
document in the administrative record p. 202 shows that the required information was
not provided. This is supported by the testimony in the transcript 120 and the rebuttal
(transcript p. 139 ff) does not offer any reason to revoke the violation.

R307-801-7b(2) "Failure to have a certified site supervisor"

This item is upheld. The inspector's testimony (transcript p. 122 ff) indicate that
a person with a current supervisor certification was not at the Markham residence at the
time the inspector was there and no evidence was presented during the hearing to
indicate that any of the workers actually present at the job site at the time of the
inspection were certified as supervisors. The testimony by both Ron Samford
4

(transcript p. 390) and by the inspector indicated that workers were confused about the
number of stages of decontamination, the proper operation of the shower, and other
work practices. This indicates that both the letter of the rule and the intent of the rule
were being violated in spite of claims that a certified supervisor such as Mr. Samford or
Mr. Pyle was available.

R307-801-7b(4)(a)

Failure to provide barriers to isolated contaminated areas.

This item is not upheld. The video and other evidence presented at the hearing
(transcript p. 111-112) are ambiguous. The inspection form (hearing record p. 195) has
both the "in" and "out" columns marked on the inspection checklist for the same item
under containment setup. I do not find the evidence sufficient to establish whether or
not there was a hole in the barriers.

R307-801-7b(4)(a)

Failure to have an adequate worker decontamination system

including air locks and working shower.

This item is upheld. The video (transcript p. 166) show that at the time that the
inspector left the containment, water was not available requiring the inspector to exit
without showering. I find this sufficient to establish that an adequate decontamination
station was not available.

R307-801-7b(11) Failure to clean objects removed from work area.

This item is upheld. This item refers to the "crumblies found in the shower, in the
clean room, and outside the containment" (transcript p. 121). This debris was visible in
the video and is indicated on the inspection report (record p. 194) and discussed in the
cross examination (transcript p. 142) so the presence of the material outside the
containment was established. There was extensive discussion regarding chain of
custody, point count, etc. with regard to whether the specific material collected by the
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inspector was ACM. However, this project, per the notification submitted by RMAA
(record p. 202 & 207) involved friable asbestos and RMAA indicated that this was
based on sampling. The intent of the cleaning rules is to prevent exposure of the public
to ACM. Due to the dust generated inside the containment, the "muddy lake" (record p:
192) on the floor, and the handling of material by the workers, any non-ACM debris
from the inside the containment would likely be comingled with and contaminated by
asbestos fibers. Since a worker on site would have no way of determining whether a
specific "crumblie" was technically ACM I find that compliance with the rules logically
requires that all friable debris from inside the containment be treated as ACM and be
properly cleaned up and packaged for disposal.

R307-801-7b(13) Failure to filter water

This item is not upheld. The record and testimony establish water was not
available in the shower at the time of the inspection and I have upheld that violation. It
is speculation whether or not the water would have been filtered if the shower had
actually been working. The inspector did not report seeing any water actually being
discharged and a filter was available on site. The inspection report (record p. 196)
acknowledges "but not much water."

4.

NOV#9912015-"ATT Site"
This NOV contains three violations (recorcf p. 212, transcript p. 132).

R307-241-1 Failure to properly remove all asbestos-containing materials prior to
activities that would break it up.
R307-241-1 Failure to keep friable asbestos-containing material adequately wet.
R307-801-7b(15) Dismantling isolation barriers with visible asbestos residue in the
work area.
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The hearing testimony addressed the items together, rather than sequentially. I
would revoke the NOV since I find the evidence in the record and testimony insufficient
to establish the relationship between improperly contained ACM debris found by the
inspector and RMAA activities.
This is a troubling NOV since the issue is whether RMAA activities at the site
resulted in disturbed, friable ACM debris being left unconfined in areas where it could
result in asbestos fiber exposure to ATT employees, to other contractor's employees, or
to the general public. I find that disturbed ACM debris was present in accessible areas
at the site at the time of the inspection and that the evidence taken as a whole suggests
sloppy work practices and careless handling of regulated material. However, due to the
size of the project, the amount of work that had gone on in the building, and the fact
that RMAA had left the site prior to the inspection, there is some doubt as to the
relationship between each of the samples and the work of RMAA employees.
I have considered the discussion (transcript p. 137-139) regarding point count. I
find samples AT+T #1 and ATT+T #4 indicated at 10% and 30% to be documented as
ACM by the laboratory report (record p. 226) The inspector stated that Sample 2 came
from the abatement actions (transcript p. 154). Although the laboratory report (record
p. 226) shows AT+T #2 to be 5% chrysotile, the notification (record p. 225) shows that
friable ACM was present and that this was determined by sampling.
I did not consider the discussion regarding significant amount or health effects
(transcript p. 135-136) since the scientific basis of the rules requiring containment,
wetting, and disposal of ACM is not an issue in the hearing.
I have considered Mr. Samford's testimony regarding the presence of ACM
debris that was not the result of their work (transcript p. 290, p. 398 others), for
example, the possibility that the debris on the catwalk was from disturbance after RMAA
completed the work (transcript p. 289, others). I have also considered that RMAA
promptly cleaned up the non-compliant material when notified of the problem.
A more careful, better documented site inspection and more careful presentation
of the evidence may have been able to establish that ACM remained on surfaces
remediated by RMAA or in areas where there had been RMAA containments.
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However, my review of the transcript and record did not reveal documentation of a
specific situation that I could cite as establishing a rule violation by RMAA. For that
reason I find that the NOV should be revoked.

5.

NOV #03060004 - "Eagles Club"

This NOV consists of the following items:

R307-801-7b(14) Failure to encapsulate exposed ACM

R307-801-7b(15) Failure to remove all ACM prior to removing isolation barriers.

R307-214-1 Failure to remove all ACM prior to activities that would disturb it.

The issue is whether the isolation barriers were removed and the social club was
reopened to the public when there was disturbed, friable ACM that was not properly
encapsulated at the conclusion of the work by RMAA. A related issue is whether the
building owner prevented RMAA from completing the work.
All items in this NOV are upheld. The video and testimony (transcript p. 181 ff)
establish that friable material was left behind in areas where RMAA had worked. The
laboratory report (record p. 248, transcript p. 184) establish that samples 2 through 6
were 10% chrysotile or greater. Since the threshold for regulated ACM is 1%, I find a
report of 3 reports of 10% and 2 reports of 20% to be sufficient to establish that the
sample was ACM and the discussion of point counting samples "less than 10%" is not
relevant.
The inspector's testimony (transcript p. 180) indicated that the owners believed
the asbestos removal was complete and the building was open to the public at the time
of the inspection. Mr. McVey implies that RMAA was forced out and not allowed to
complete the work (transcript p. 522) and Mr. Samford (transcript p. 310-311) indicated
they locked down everything so they could have a party. However, no witnesses or
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other evidence was presented that indicated that the building owners prevented proper
completion of the work. No evidence was presented to indicate that RMAA informed
the owners that the work was not completed in accordance with the rules.

6.

NOV #0210002 - "Dumpster"

This NOV consists of four related items:

R307-801-7h(1)

Failure to transport and dispose of asbestos

R307-801-7b(9)(a) Failure to properly dispose of asbestos waste

R307-801-7b(9)(b) Failure to place in double plastic bags

R307-801-7b(10)(b)

Failure to properly label asbestos waste

The NOV is upheld. The relevant issues are: whether the inspection was
proper, whether the improperly stored material was regulated ACM, and whether RMAA
was the source of the improperly stored material.
An issue was raised on the inspection authority of Mr. Call in looking at the
dumpster. Mr. Call testified he is an authorized representative of DEQ in doing
inspections (transcript p. 438). Under Utah Code Annotated Section 19-2-107(2)(d), Mr
Call is authorized to inspect. He talked to a person in the area (transcript pp. 228 and
443). He also notified Mr. Samford he was inspecting the property (transcript p. 199). I
find these actions constitute reasonable notice and in compliance with the statutory
procedures.
With regard to the inspection, the photograph (record p. 277) shows that the
dumpster was in an open area separated from a public street by a three-rail fence,
(see also p. 215 of transcript). The circumstances indicate that the contents of the
dumpster were readily accessible to pets, neighborhood children, and other persons
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including the property owner or other authorized visitors to the site who may not be
properly trained or equipped to handle friable asbestos. As such I find that the
unlabeled dumpster potentially containing improperly contained asbestos material was
an immediate environmental hazard to the public.
The laboratory report (record p. 272) shows three samples from the truck bed
and dumpster contained 10%, 40% and 10% chrysotile respectively which establishes
that regulated material containing greater than 1% asbestos was improperly stored on
the site.
Regarding the relationship of RMAA to the contents of the dumpster, the hearing
testimony shows that Mr. Samford acknowledged owning the unlabled dumpster (record
p. 299) and admitted that at least four of the bags came from RMAA projects (p. 300301, and p. 404), possibly "6 bags or 7 bags" (transcript p. 302). The possibility that
some former employees were disposing of asbestos in the dumpster exists but the
evidence establishes sufficient connection between unbagged and improperly bagged
asbestos waste and RMAA to uphold the NOV.
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